


Fresca literally means “Fresh” and 

perfectly describes our first ever 

collection from Fresco. 

Fresca offers a coordinated range of 

Scandi inspired designs in a fresh, 

contemporary colour palette. 

Create a stunning feature wall with 

one of the fabulous Scandi inspired 

designs, or mix and match the fully 

coordinated offer, tying your scheme 

together with the Fresca plain.  The 

options are endless. 

9 Designs, 48 SKU’s. 

Flat gravure, paper substrate

Minimal mica & metallic embellishment  

Opening price point   

Pack Size 6

Price Category FR, FS, SS, SM 

depending on design

Currency Jan 2020 – Jan 2023



RETRO OGEE

PINK- 107976

SKY BLUE -107977 OCHRE - 107978

This fun wallpaper embraces retro, with a classic ogee 

designs on a modern colour palette; with pops of 

colour on a toned background this wallpaper would 

look great on your walls! 

BURNT ORANGE - 108278

NAVY- 107744



This beautiful tree wallpaper design will add a stylish finish 

to most rooms in your home. Featuring a Scandinavian 

inspired classic leafy tree design in a refined and on trend 

colour featuring whites and greys. 

Sky Blue - 107972PINK - 107971

OCHRE - 107746

NAVY - 107973

NATURAL - 107974 CHARCOAL - 107975 DARK GREEN - 108279



TWEETING 
The Tweeting wallpaper supports a variety of beautifully 

vibrant detailed birds. Bring some British nature indoors and 

add some colour to any room with this spring time themed 

design.

OCHRE - 107979SKY BLUE -106628



IONA CHECK 
A modern tartan in a contemporary and fresh colour 

palette. The soft tones are enhanced with a subtle metallic 

running through. 

BURNT ORANGE - 108288

NAVY - 108284

PINK - 108286

OCHRE -108285DUCK EGG - 108283

CHARCOAL - 108287



FRESCA PLAIN
The perfect co-ord, hang with multiple designs from the 

Fresca collection or hang on it's own for a minimalist, on 

trend look. Featuring a delicate woven detail these 

colourways will compliment all rooms in your house. 

LIGHT GREY -107981

NATURAL 108282

DARK GREY - 108280

MID GREY - 108281



APPLE BLOSSOM
Apple Blossom Tree is a delicate and elegant design and 

looks fantastic in any room. The soft tones and flicks of 

metallic creates a stunning wallpaper in different colour 

ways. 

NAVY- 108118 OCHRE - 108289 PINK - 108290

GREY – 51-057 BLUE – 51-066 NATURAL – 51-067



DAPPLED TREES
Create a tranquil and soothing backdrop for your walls 

with this beautiful, contemporary woodland design. With 

mica highlights to reflect the light this design is truly 

magical. 

GREY - 108183 NAVY - 108292 OCHRE - 108293



COUNTRY PLANK
A classic wooden plank design brought up to date with warm 

blush and neutral tones for a cosy look to any room. Or in a cool 

minimalist colour way to add a contemporary twist to a classical 

design.

GREY - 108294BLUSH - 107459



SUMMER TIME
Summertime is a homage to beautifully delicate flowers 

usually found off the beaten track, the silhouettes add an 

air of sophistication while the beautiful metallics add depth 

to the design. Perfectly finished with an ombre stripe subtly 

in the background.

PINK -106408 YELLOW - 106409 DUCK EGG - 106410

GREY -106411 OMBRE STRIPE -106412



MARBLE GEO 
A modern, clean and eye catching geo wallpaper, 

featuring metallics and complimentary hues. This stylish 

design is perfect for all four walls or even a feature wall.

NAVY - 108295BLUSH - 106503 YELLOW - 108296

CHARCOAL - 108297 DARK GREEN - 108297


